Abstract Component-based development is the software paradigm focused on building applications using reusable software components. Applications are built by assembling components, where the required interfaces of a component are connected to compatible provided interfaces of other components. In order to have an effective building process, software architects need adequate component directories that both index available components and ease their search. So far, existing approaches provide only a limited structure and indexation to store/register components and, as a consequence, they propose an inadequate searching process. Even when the indexes are built as flat or hierarchical structures, the indexed elements are not the components themselves, but part of them, such as services or functions, making the search of the needed compatible components imprecise. To cope with searching and compatibility problems, the contribution of this paper is twofold: it is composed of both a refined methodology (improving a previous approach) and a tool to build a hierarchically structured component directory. The component directory solves the identified problems letting an architect find components that are compatible with a given specification (to be assembled) or components that can substitute to a given one. This directory uses Formal Concept Analysis to build component type hierarchies thanks to a three step classification process that successively classifies functionality signatures, interfaces and, at last, component types. The refinement of the methodology is based on a substitutability relationship between components, where the notion of not having a parameter or an interface of some type makes our methodology more robust when considering required interfaces. The tool made possible to overcome scalability issues implementing several variations on the classification strategy. We present several experiments on three case studies to classify components from on-line open-source component repositories as a validation of our methodology.
Introduction
In the past two decades, component-based software development (Cbsd) has emerged from existing software engineering paradigms as a challenging discipline for software engineers. Standards, such as Uml [OMG07] , have evolved their specification to integrate components as first-class modeling elements, while in the past they were considered as simple deployment units. The proposal of methodologies, languages and tools has thus been a major step to make this promising way of building software concrete [CSAC11, OMG07] . In this paradigm, applications are built by assembling several "prefabricated" software units, called components, which publish interfaces that make both the provided (served) and the required (used) services explicit.
There are two major concerns in component-based software development that motivate our work:
1. Building a component-based software architecture. The building principle of component-based software architectures is that the required interfaces of a component are connected to compatible provided interfaces of other components. Two interfaces of two components are compatible if a component's provided interface at least includes the functionalities 1 specified in the other component's required interface or more general functionalities. Finding a suitable component with adequate interfaces is an important concern to build a sound architecture.
2. Evolving an already built component-based software architecture in which a component is not operational anymore. When a component fails or disappears, searching for a possible substitute is another concern.
These two concerns can be tackled by providing an adequately structured component directory which classifies components and eases compatible or substitutable component search. Such a directory should be automatically built, in order to scale and have a hierarchical index that naturally classifies components according to their potential substitutability relationship.
It is important to mention that the component specification is provided by its type, which is defined by its (required and provided) interfaces and functionality signatures.
By classification, we mean that we need to group components that share specifications (component types) and provide an order among these groups. Such a classification eliminates redundancies between type definitions and provides an accurate indexing of components: a set of queried characteristics (interfaces or functionality signatures) is matched with a type which represents the set of all the components that hold these characteristics. This classification process cannot be handled manually when component directories grow bigger.
The contribution of this paper is a refined methodology (improving a previous work [AAF + 09]) and a prototype tool named DICOSOFT that builds the hierarchical classifications based on specialization and substitution principles [Lis87] that are adapted to components. The classifications can thus be easily browsed to find a component that can replace another one (the type of the former component is a subtype of the type of the latter). Such a classification mechanism is implemented using the Formal Concept Analysis (Fca) framework [GW99] and the classification is based on information that characterizes components (functionality signatures, interface specifications and component structural descriptions). Our work assumes that components which are classified come from a single provider, because, in that case, specialization relations between types are known.
Compared to our previous work [AAF + 09], this paper refines the definition of the substitutability relationship. Indeed, the notion of not having a parameter or an interface of a specific type enables our new methodology to take into account the removal of required interfaces in component when descending the substitutability hierarchy. It extends the scope of our previous approach by allowing more substitution possibilities.
The DICOSOFT prototype tool implements the described methodology. It introduces three variations of the classification: classifying all component types using their whole description; classifying the required and provided parts of component types separately; classifying subgroups of component types which share several characteristics.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art and shows that no existing work automatically classifies components as we would like to do, with a substitutability relationship that considers the duality brought by their provided and required interfaces (descending the substitution hierarchy corresponding to providing more and requiring less). Section 3 illustrates the problem tackled in this paper by means of an example and presents the motivations of the work. Section 4 provides a high level overview of the three-step classification process in which we show how we classify functionality signatures, interfaces and component types based on substitution. Section 5 describes the prototype tool that we developed as an implementation of the proposed approach, introducing two other variations to provide complementary views on the components. It presents the results of applying the approach on three repositories, including one that contains around 220 components, and discusses the obtained results. Section 6 concludes this paper.
State of the Art
In existing approaches, directories, repositories and registries are key concepts to leverage reuse in Cbsd [ITV04] . We will provide the different definitions from our viewpoint to give the context of our approach.
Component repositories provide stores where component implementations (code and configuration files) are saved to be later retrieved to build an application. Repositories are the place where the code of component types can be retrieved. The repositories provide some primitives to import the different component types.
Component registries act as locator for component instances. They index the actual available component instances within an execution environment.
Upon registries or repositories, component directories can be built to enable providers to publish information on available components, and users to know which components are available. The latter ones search by querying components that match their requirements, and retrieve existing (matching) components. From white to yellow pages: Early component registries were proposed in the context of distributed programming as companion facilities for middlewares. Most of them, such as Rmi registry [Pit01] , Corba Cos [Sie00] , JNDI [LS00] and Equinox extension registries [MVA10] , provide white-pages in which components are indexed by symbolic names. White pages only store bindings between symbolic names and references of available components instances. No meta-information documents the registered components and thus queries are limited to direct name lookups. Content structuring is limited to the manual creation of directories (similar to file systems). Fewer registries, like the Corba Trading Object Service [OMG00] , the Osgi Service registry [All06] or Jini [Edw00] , provide yellow-pages in which component instances are indexed by the kinds of the services they provide. These latter directories conform to the principles of the Odp standard [ISO98] and are suited to component-based and service-oriented architectures [HTL + 08, EH07] . Basic queries enable users to retrieve a set of components providing a service type (exact matching).
Marvie et. al. [MMGL01] propose an extension that supports relaxed matching between the queried service types and the service types provided by the indexed components. Thus, retrieved components may not exactly match the queried service types but still be compatible. Unfortunately, the service type hierarchy is not built nor maintained automatically: it is an ad-hoc structure, built by the component providers, using explicit specialization declarations in the component advertisements they publish.
Compared to these works, our approach is a yellow pages directory. In addition, so far, the difference is that no current component-based development framework proposes an automatic structuring mechanism of its components directories as in our approach.
Theoretical work on component specialization: Zaremski et al.
[ZW97] extensively studied specialization rules to structure object class libraries as type hierarchies, regarding different substitution principles, as introduced in staticallytyped object-oriented languages [Lis87, LW94, Cas95] . These theoretical works do not propose any practical scheme to automatically build type hierarchies. Besides, they study object type hierarchies, which can be regarded, when dealing with component definitions, as provided interface type hierarchies (no required part).
Liskov's substitution principle [LW94] is one of the founding works on type compatibility. It introduces the definition of substitution as the possibility to replace a given object by another one while guaranteeing the same behavior. One of the mechanisms that can be used to implement sub-typing is inheritance combined with sound specialization. Components need similar specialization rules (covariance for what is provided, contravariance for what is required), but adapted and extended so as to take into account not only their required interfaces (which define different semantics as compared to their provided ones) but also more complex types (component types as higher level concepts holding interfaces with opposite directions). Research work on component-based approaches proposes type concepts and specialization rules that apply to components, interfaces or services [SR06, Fis98, Lin95, GFS08] . Compared to our approach, no work studies the automatic construction of component type hierarchies nor proposes concrete directory indexing mechanisms that could be implemented and used in component registries or repositories. [HJA08] uses meta-information (syntactic structure of classes) and not only source code (considered as raw textual documents) to support more relevant queries: keywords can be associated with syntactic elements (classes, methods, variables, etc.) to query classes with specific features. This is thus the only code search engine which can be compared to our work, as it enables to execute type-oriented queries on functions or classes. However, it is nonetheless based on keywords and full-text indexation. Thus, it only supports exact type matching (no type hierarchies) and is dedicated to object-oriented code, thus not taking into account the explicit description of a required part.
Some work has used Fca [Lin95] to structure such keyword-based indexes in order to build browsable software libraries [Fis98, SR06] using a concept lattice. In this context, a query is formulated incrementally as a set of keywords that gradually narrows a set of matching functions, as a traversal from the concept lattice root down to the concept which corresponds to the searched keywords. The concept lattice can even suggest new keywords that can be added to refine the query (keywords associated to concepts in the sub-lattice of the current concept). In the current paper, we use FCA with a very different point of view: We build several lattices for operations, interfaces, components description levels. Besides we consider provided but also required operations and interfaces.
Many kinds of meta-information can be used to index software libraries. For instance, Fischer et al. [Fis98] use fragments of the formal specifications of functions (elementary pre-and post-conditions) to index them by the definition of their expected effects. On the other hand, Sigonneau et al. [SR06] build a function index based on the syntactical types of their input and output parameters, applying covariant and contravariant specialization rules. As compared with our proposal, these works aim at building browsable functionality directories, using a concept lattice calculated in a single step process. We have introduced an original multi-step process to compute lattices for higher-level, more complex structures (component types). This enables to provide repositories that not only deal with the provided interfaces of components but also with their required ones. This is mandatory to soundly handle queries for connectable and substitutable components [DHT + 08], as a tool to support architecture building and evolution processes [ZUV10] .
Web service classification: In our previous work we have used Fca and Rca (Relational Concept Analysis [HHNV13] , we have extended the approach proposed in our previous work to include the quality of service (QoS) and composability levels between services. The obtained classification enables us to find a set of compositions of Web services that answer some user requirements expressed as a task workflow, each task being described with a set of keywords (representing names of services, operations and their input and output parameters). In this work on Web services, we also consider QoS and composition requirements expressed as minimal accepted values in a Likert scale. Contrarily to the work presented in this article, work on Web services hardly considers type variance and substitution. In addition, services in the libraries are filtered according to the user requirements, so that classifications are not composed of the whole collection of Web services. This supposes that user requirements are known a priori. In the current classification of software components, we suppose that user requirements are not known and we do not consider QoS (which dynamically varies). Classifications are thus built only once. Besides, the current paper considers a description with required interfaces (and operations) in addition to the provided interfaces (and operations), while services expose only provided operations.
Test-based classification: In his dissertation [Hum08] , O. Hummel addresses the discovery of components (source code, executable, etc.). He goes further keyword-based searching (with general search engines) and regular expressions-based searching (like in Google Codesearch). He proposes syntactical queries based on different information including name and method signature. The approach is completed by steps where (1) it is checked whether the component can be compiled, and (2) it passes tests that define the desired semantics. Our context is not using the whole Web as a software repository as it is proposed in [HA06] . In our case, we hypothesize a knowledge of a type hierarchy which is relevant to apply the Liskov approach, and a reduced vocabulary. There is also a certain normalization of the form of the signature. This is the case in the context of a specific component library, or if a uniform description has been proposed. Our purpose in this paper is not to address neither linguistic aspects, nor behavior, nor adaptation of input/output. The syntactic substitution verification that we propose is a needed step before checking other aspects as possible behavioral substitution between two components. Our contribution involves classification through an index we find meaningful regarding subtyping and navigation between existing components. Our approach can be applied to indexing a group of close components that have been retrieved with other approaches (including test-based) and described appropriately. It is useful for improving next retrieval operations, for example if a component is missing, to find a similar one. Also we consider components that are not source code components, but described as in CBSE approaches by required and provided interfaces, containing operations described by their signatures which is specific to our problem. Libraries such as Fractal libraries are described under this form and do not need additional effort to be used.
OWL-based approaches: Ontologies are used in [YRZM10] to represent concepts of the domain and types of components and their relationships. A query is then defined as a pattern graph which is applied to component library description in order to retrieve components. Components are described by meta-data in the form of an OWL ontology that represents the domain in [GK13] . In these works, the kind of components that are dealt with is not specified. There is no syntactic description or organization (based on required / provided functionalities and interfaces) and no classification of the components is proposed. An ontology is used in [SST10] to describe many different features of components in a CBSE context, including names of required and provided interfaces, operations, parameters, programming languages, code complexity, Qos properties, etc. Ontology concept similarity is used to map a query and component specifications. But no classification involving a subtyping or a specialization ordering is proposed. In the context of Web services, authors of [BJAR11] annotate the inputs and outputs of the provided operations. They use this annotation to build a classification of services based on covariant signatures. The classification is restricted to the specific domain of geology, reducing possible problems of vocabulary and heterogeneity of description. They do not consider nor subtyping, neither the required point of view. They have only two levels of description (services and operations) which simplify the process and the classification is not built in a systematic way, as it is the case with Formal Concept Analysis approach and they do not approach the problems of component replacement. The classification is mainly designed for experts that have to choose a component to be composed in a workflow.
Motivation and Illustrative Example
To motivate our approach, we use the example of a component repository that contains six components, which implement various route calculation algorithms and drivers for phones and Dvd players. Firstly, we illustrate how we build a hierarchical component directory and then, with a variation of the example, we show how we ease component connection and component substitution. We work on a simple component model based on generally accepted definitions. Components are black boxes that embody reusable code, which is externally described by interfaces. Provided interfaces describe the component's server capabilities (provided to others), and required interfaces describe the component's needs as a client. To assemble components into the architecture of an application, it is needed that required interfaces connect to provided interfaces of compatible types. When we further look inside interfaces as abstract types, we see that interfaces are sets of functionality signatures. Each signature is defined with a functionality name and the input and output parameters and types. In our approach, interface type compatibility is based on their functionality signature compatibility. We must remark that the components in our approach are stateless.
Figures 1 to 3 show the components of our example and illustrate all these notions. For example, the PubTransportRouteCalculation component ( Figure 1 ) declares three required interfaces (IGpsMap, IConversion and IDVD) and one provided interface (IPubTranspRoute). These interfaces group functionalities, which have typed input and output parameters. For example, the IConversion required interface groups three convert functionalities. The first convert functionality has an input parameter, called addr, of MailAddr type and an output parameter of GPScoord type. Similarly, the other components can be described.
In the following, we explain our process to classify functionality signatures, in- In the current paper, we refine the substitutability relationship for the required facet.
Building a Hierarchical Component Directory
Our three-step process relies on a specialization hierarchy of the data types 6 (Figure 4 ) involved in the functionality signatures of the sample components.
For example, Route is specialized by both PubTranspRoute (public transportation route) and TouristicRoute.
The initial flat (non hierarchical) set of components is easy to use for a given specified purpose: if a software architect wants to build a component assembly dedicated to touristic routes, she/he will use the TouristicRouteCalculation component (Figure 5) and connect it to a (required) component providing zoomable maps and to What can be done if the TouristicRouteCalculation component fails? How can the architect rapidly determine which other component can replace it? How can architects build high-level assemblies with components that are general enough to be easy to replace rather than too specific assemblies that are difficult to repair at runtime?
A suitable solution is a browsable component repository with the following characteristics:
1. Easy (non time consuming) search process. This search can be semi-automatic or automatic. can replace a TouristicRouteCalculation ( Figure 5 ). Conversely, MuseumRouteCalculation ( Figure 2 ) cannot soundly replace TouristicRouteCalculation ( Figure 5 ), because the latter one indeed has not an IPhone required interface while the former component needs to connect that interface to work. To clarify how to read the rest of the lattices in the paper, it is worthwhile to mention that the C x notation (where x can be between 1 to 10) represents concepts, and that if a concept corresponds to a component, the name of the component is inside the box representing the concept, above the name of the corresponding concept. For example, we have the name of TouristicRouteCalculation above C 10 , meaning that the concept C 10 defines the component TouristicRouteCalculation.
Besides the concrete aforementioned components, the unnamed ones (defined by C 0 , C 2 , C 6 , C 7 ) correspond to new abstract suggested components. Their insertion inside an assembly would increase replacement possibilities and produce a more reusable assembly. For example, if we chose to implement the component defined by C 2 , an assembly using it (instead of the TouristicRouteCalculation component, for example) would be more reusable and easier to repair. Indeed, in case that component defined by C 2 failed, any of the three touristic components (that are lower than one defined by C 2 in the classification) could be used to replace it. These new, more general, components could also be used in abstract assemblies, or architectural patterns. Figure 9 shows the initial assembly where the objective is to have the TravelPlanner component work. The required ITouristicRoute interface of the TravelPlanner component is satisfied by the same provided interface of TouristicRouteCalculationForPhoneDevice component. In turn, the TouristicRouteCalculationForPhoneDevice component satisfies its IPhone and ILocZoomMap interfaces connecting them to a PhoneDevice and a ZoomableMapProvider (map-delivery specialized in zoomable maps) components respectively. In this assembly, interfaces and functionality signatures all match exactly. Now we have the problem that the TouristicRouteCalculationForPhoneDevice component fails. Figure 10 gives the example of a repaired assembly where a SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation component replaces the defective TouristicRouteCalculationForPhoneDevice component. In this repaired assembly, connected interfaces and functionality signatures are not strictly identical. Changes are underlined on Figure 10 . This substitution can be considered as safe:
• The SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation component provides the additional ITouristicAgenda interface which can simply be ignored.
• The SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation component does not require an IPhone interface. The PhoneDevice component can then disappear from the assembly which continues to satisfy the requirements of the TravelPlanner component. • The ILocMapSimple required interface can be connected to the ILocZoomMap provided interface: not requiring the map(Location): ZoomableMap functionality does not cause a problem because the SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation component can simply ignore that this functionality is available.
• When calling the findMap functionality from the SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation component, a return value of type Map is expected. The corresponding functionality provided by the ZoomableMapProvider component provides a ZoomableMap, which is a subtype of Map (it provides more), according to the type hierarchy. These return parameter types can therefore be considered as compatible, so do the functionalities and the interfaces.
• The ITouristicRouteWithDuration provided interface offers an additional, unused duration functionality. The TravelPlanner component can ignore it.
• There is also a variation on the input parameters of the route functionality.
The TravelPlanner component assigns a value to these input parameters (of GPScoord type) when calling the route functionality. These parameter values are passed to the SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation component which expects parameters of Location type. As GPScoord is a subtype of Location (it provides more), the route functionality in SimpleTouristicRouteCalculation can be accepted in this assembly.
More complex substitution scenarios could be proposed[DHT + 08]. Based on our example, we see that any scenario searching for components that meet some specification (whether it is for connection or substitution), strongly needs an adequately structured component directory that eases component search.
A Classification Strategy based on Component Substitution
As a solution to our component search problem, this paper proposes a three-step classification process (cf. Figure 11 ) by using the type hierarchies (cf. Figure 4) as the low level classification. The process is described as follows:
1. Functionality signatures are classified using the type hierarchy of their input and output parameters.
2. Interfaces are classified using the classification of their functionality signatures.
3. Components are classified using the classification of their provided and required interfaces. 
Classification Technique
In our approach, the classification process relies on the definition of sound component substitution. This definition is obtained by first considering functionality and interface substitution.
As a classification technique, we are using Formal Concept Analysis [Wil82] (Fca) which is a theoretical framework to analyse data. It extracts a partially ordered set (poset) of concepts (the concept lattice) from a dataset composed of objects described by attributes (the formal context). A concept is composed of two sets: an object set called the concept's extent and an attribute set called the concept's intent. These sets satisfy the following property: the extent is the maximal set of objects that share all the attributes of the intent. Reciprocally, the intent is the maximal attribute set that is shared by all the objects of the extent. The partial order on concepts is based on top-down inclusion of intents (and, conversely, bottom-up inclusion of extents). For simplicity's sake, the concept lattice is often represented considering simplified intents (respectively simplified extents) which omit the top-down inherited attributes (respectively bottom-up inherited objects). In the figures representing concept lattices, concepts are represented as boxes where the simplified intent is the upper part and the simplified extent is the lower part.
We also consider the AOC-poset (for Attribute-Object-Concept poset [BGH + 14]), which is the sub-order of the concept lattice restricted to object-concepts and attributeconcepts (the poset restricted to concepts which have either a non-empty simplified extent or a non-empty simplified intent). AOC-posets scale much better than lattices as their number of concepts is bounded by the sum of the number of attributes and of the number of objects whereas the number of concepts in lattices can be exponential with regard to the minimum cardinal of the object set or the attribute set. Furthermore, the AOC-poset contains all the needed information to build the lattice, so that no data is lost.
A Simple Method for Classifying Component Types
Software component connection and substitution are our main concerns. The principles that govern component substitution thus guide our classification strategy. The general substitution principle states that a component Cp 1 can be a substitute for (can replace) a component Cp 2 if Cp 1 provides more and requires less from the environment than Cp 2 . This principle has counterparts at the interface and functionality levels.
Classifying Functionality Signatures
A functionality can replace (be a substitute for) another functionality if it requires less from and provides more to the environment. We can intuitively consider that a required functionality behaves like a function call inside the component and that a provided functionality behaves like a function declaration in object-oriented software. For substitutability foundation, we also base our approach on a classical stronglytyped object-oriented background [Car84, Lis87, LW94] where subtypes extend their supertypes and contain more information. A functionality can replace another if it requires less. This means:
• contravariant input on provided side. As input parameters in provided functionalities come from the environment, input parameter types might be generalized (less information is embedded) in provided signatures of the substitute, or might be removed.
• contravariant output on required side. As output (return) parameter types of required functionalities come from the environment, output (return) parameter types might be generalized (less information) in required signatures of the substitute or removed.
On the contrary, a functionality can replace another if it provides more. This means:
• covariant output on provided side. As output (return) parameter types in provided functionalities come from the component, output parameter types might be specialized (more information) in provided functionalities of the substitute or output parameters might be added.
• covariant input on required side. As input parameter types in required functionalities come from the component, input parameter types might be specialized (more information) in required functionalities of the substitute or input parameters might be added.
We do not detail here how to encode this information in contexts for substitutabilitybased classification. A tricky part is that we need to encode the fact of not having ] . In previous papers, we have only explained the classification of provided functionality signatures, but as there are some differences with required ones, we explain the classification of functionality signatures of both directions. Functionality signatures with the same name and direction (provided or required) are classified in the same lattice.
Classifying provided functionality signatures. Figure 12 shows the concept lattice L route of the provided route signatures. When an initial signature appears in the lower part (simplified extent) of a concept, this signature is exactly described by this concept. Otherwise, there is a new inferred signature that emerges from the classification process. We associate a canonical functionality signature with each concept. In the provided case, this canonical functionality signature is computed by removing from input and output parameters those that can replace others, that is: (1) the most general type among comparable input parameter types from the concept intent, (2) the most specific type among comparable output parameter types from the concept intent, (3) removing a type T when IN=!T is in the intent. For example:
• The input parameters IN=CompleteLocalization and IN=Date, and output parameter OUT=Route define the canonical functionality signature of concept C 0 , which is a new signature.
• The canonical functionality signature of concept C 5 is defined by:
-IN=MailAddr which can replace the specialization IN=CompleteLocaliza-tion, -IN=!Date which can replace IN=Date.
-OUT=PubTranspRoute which can replace (thus hides in some sense) the generalization OUT=Route.
With the above defined substitution rules, this canonical signature does not take into account the number of parameters of a specific type. Indeed, it is considered that if a provided functionality which deals with addresses needs two data, it may also work (maybe in a downgraded form) if the counterpart provides only one, or even provides three. As for the other choices made to model substitutability, this does not diminish the generality of our classification process as changing this would simply require another encoding schema. However, we made this choice to ensure flexibility in the substitution possibilities. Analyzing the lattice, we then learn that (for the provided functionalities): • route(GPSCoord, GPSCoord, Date):MuseumRoute (concept C 4 ) can replace route(GPSCoord, GPSCoord, Date):TouristicRoute (superconcept C 1 )
• All known signatures (concepts C 1 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 ) can replace a new suggested signature (the canonical functionality signature of concept C 0 ) route(CompleteLocalisation, Date): Route. New signatures will be denoted later with the Lattice_ prefix. For the previous canonical signature example, and with an interpolation specific to our example (implemented in our tool), using the fact that all route signatures include two addresses, we will use the notation Lattice_route-Provided(CompleteLocalisation CompleteLocalisation Date):Route
• When the extent of the bottom node of the lattice is empty, it is not considered pertinent in the classification.
In our approach, the functionality signature lattices are especially helpful to expose partial matching between signatures (with missing, additional or generalized/specialized parameters depending the direction). For example, in the lattice of provided route operations (Fig. 12) , Concept C 0 presents a partial signature with two IN parameters (of types CompleteLocalization, Date) and an OUT parameter (of type Route). This signature shows what is the partial matching between the four signatures that are organized in this lattice.
Classifying required functionality signatures. The findMap signatures illustrate how required functionality signatures are symmetrically analyzed and classified. In required signatures, input parameter types can be specialized in a substitute. As Figure 13 -The lattice of required findMap functionality signatures a consequence, a signature that has IN=GPSCoord can replace a signature that has IN=Location, which refers to a supertype. Conversely, an output parameter type can be generalized in a substitute, explaining that having OUT=Map can replace OUT=Zoo-mableMap (refers to a subtype). Figure 13 shows the concept lattice of the required findMap functionality signatures. We symmetrically define the canonical required functionality signature of a concept. Analyzing the lattice, we learn that:
• findMap(GPSCoord GPSCoord):Map (concept C 1 ) is a potential substitute for findMap(Location Location):Map (concept C 3 ) and findMap(Location Location):ZoomableMap (concept C 0 ),
• There is no new required functionality signature in this example, just a substitutability-based organization of existing required signatures.
At the end of this phase, we have contexts and lattices for all functionality signatures from each provided and required facets. In our example, the 13 functionalities are organized into 26 lattices, because for each functionality we have a lattice to classify the required functionality signatures and another one to classify the provided ones.
Classifying Interfaces
Interfaces are classified using the functionality signature classifications. Provided and required interfaces are separately dealt with.
Classifying provided interfaces. For provided interfaces, an interface I 1 can replace I 2 if it provides more. I 1 should provide the same or more functionality signatures than I 2 , or functionality signatures that can replace those of I 2 (contravariant input, covariant output). When concepts have an empty simplified intent, we compute canonical provided interfaces. In the provided case, it means extracting the most general functionality signatures from the intent of the concept. The lattice (Figure 14) indicates that:
• IMuseumRoute and IBotanicGardenRoute can replace ITouristicRoute.
• A new interface (Concept C 0 ), whose canonical description includes route(CompleteLocalisation,CompleteLocalisation, Date): Route and distance-(CompleteLocalisation, CompleteLocalisation): float is introduced, which can be replaced by all the classified interfaces. New interfaces will be denoted later with the Lattice_ prefix. For example this one will be the concept C 0 in route interface lattice, and will be denoted by Lattice_InterfacePro-3C0 7 .
Classifying required interfaces. For required interfaces, an interface I 1 can replace I 2 if it requires less. I 1 should require the same or less functionality signatures than I 2 or functionality signatures that can replace those of I 2 (covariant input, contravariant output). Symmetrically to the provided interfaces, the required interfaces may have a canonical description. The difference consists in encoding the fact that a component that does not have a required interface can replace a component that has this interface. Figure 15 shows the lattice of required map interfaces. It reveals that:
• IGPSMap and ILocMap can replace a (new) required interface containing the three signatures represented in concept C 2 : findMap(Location, Location):Map, extractRoadNetwork(Map):Hypergraph, and map(Location):ZoomableMap
• all required map interfaces can replace ILocZoomMap. 
Classifying Components
Finally, we classify components. A component Cp 1 can replace a component Cp 2 if it offers more and requires less from its environment:
• Cp 1 may have more provided interfaces,
• Each provided interface of Cp 2 can be replaced by one of the provided interfaces of Cp 1 .
• Cp 1 may have fewer required interfaces,
• Each required interface of Cp 1 can replace one of the required interfaces of Cp 2 .
The result of component classification for our example (components of Figures 1 to  7) is the lattice shown in Figure 16 . Component concepts also may have a canonical description. The canonical description of a component is composed of the union of the most specific provided interfaces and of the most specific required interfaces from the intent of the concept ('most specific' refers here to their position in their respective concept lattices). Figure 6 shows a specialization order extracted from the concept lattice of Figure 16 .
Discussion
We have presented a basic approach for organizing components in a substitutabilitybased structure. There are many possible variations on the connection and substitution model, depending on the component model and the adaptation effort that can be admitted at substitution and connection time. A more strict connection model could constrain the order and the number of the parameters, or the invariance in functionality signatures (same parameter types in the same order and same return type). Fortunately, Formal Concept Analysis offers many different encoding schemes to deal with most of the situations [GW99] . All these variations can be understood as a parameterization of the generic classification process. Given that we rely on functionality names and type hierarchies of the parameter types, our approach best suits components that come from the same component provider.
One of the critical issues concerns the use of negation in the encoding. We use interfaces for discussion, but this also applies at the levels of parameters and functionality signatures. To respect the substitution principle and avoid substitution of a component by another component which has more required interfaces, we have seen that it is sometimes necessary to encode that a component does not have an interface. This is often the case when two components share some interfaces in the same interface lattices and one (Comp 1 ) has required interfaces (e.g., Req=I) that the other (Comp 2 ) has not. A minimum needed to respect the substitution principle is encoding (inferring) the fact that Comp 2 does not have (at least) one of the interfaces in the lattice that contains I.
An example is the top interface that we used in the illustrative example. For example, DVD_User and Phone_User components do not have interfaces to deal with Map, and this can be encoded as a negation by associating the Req=!ILocZoomMap characteristic, where ILocZoomMap is the top of the lattice of required interfaces about Map (Figure 15 ). To be more precise, DVD_User and Phone_User do not require ILocZoomMap (characteristic Req=!ILocZoomMap). This means that they can replace a component that requires ILocZoomMap (if no other characteristics contradict this replacement). To encode this in a formal context, this means that a component that owns Req=!ILocZoomMap should also own Req= ILocZoomMap (we call this an inference), to allow the replacement mentioned above. We can observe in Figure 16 that using this encoding, DVD_User in concept C12 extent and Phone_User in concept C15 extent have Req=!ILocZoomMap and by inheritance they own Req= ILocZoomMap (from concept C0) because of this encoding. DVD_User and Phone_User would be able to replace a component in the extent of concept C0 (if such component existed in our example, which is not the case).
To increase the number of substitution opportunities, it is better to encode the fact that Comp 2 does not have any of the interfaces in the lattice that contains I and infer the positive counterpart. In this case, in our example, DVD_User and Phone_User would have characteristics corresponding to negation of each interface from the lattice of Figure 15 : Req=!ILocZoomMap, Req=!LATTICE_InterfaceReq-0C2 Req=!IGPSMap, Req=!ILocMap, (we can omit the bottom). Then to apply the same principle, extended to all interfaces, DVD_User and Phone_User are assigned the positive counter-parts: Req=ILocZoomMap, Req=LATTICE InterfaceReq-0C2 Req=IGPSMap, Req=ILocMap. Now DVD_User and Phone_User can replace a component that requires ILocZoomMap (as in minimal negation encoding), but also a component that requires IGPSMap, offering more substitution possibilities (as previously, if no other characteristics contradict this replacement).
Thus, coming back to the general case, such encoding allows the component to substitute (if the remainder of its description is adequate) for a component that has one (any) interface in the lattice that contains I. An unwanted consequence of encoding the negation is that the lattice size rapidly grows when we encode all the possibilities for substitution, because many concepts appear that represent the sharing of not owned characteristics (parameters, signatures, interfaces). Thus, introducing negation implies that we have to know all possible combinations among properties, and this makes it difficult to manage in a dynamic context, where components could appear and disappear in a directory. In the illustrative example, we chose to encode the minimum needed and this issue does not change critically the resulting lattices. In particular, this does not change the classification of the initial components. To sum up, in order to avoid erroneous substitutions, it is necessary to encode at least that when a component does not have an interface, it does not own the top lattice interface. To provide more substitution opportunities, it is useful to infer more interfaces from the lattice.
Validation
In this section, we describe the Dicosoft prototype tool which has been developed in order to implement the classification method (Sect. 5.1) and to make experiments on real-world component libraries. We present then an experimentation of the classification method where we wanted to answer the following research question: "Is the classification method scalable over real-world component libraries of different sizes?" We have quickly found out, by testing Dicosoft, that the method needs some optimizations to be able to classify large component libraries. We proposed two variations to the classification method (that we will consider, in the remaining text, as classification methods per se). In addition to optimizing the classification process, these methods provide complementary organization views on components (Sect. 5.2). In the last part of this section, we present the experimental evaluation which has been conducted on three Fractal component libraries of different sizes (Sect. 5.3).
The DICOSOFT tool
Dicosoft is a Java prototype tool that we developed in order to implement the component classification method. It analyzes repositories of Fractal components described in Fractal Adl 8 and implemented in Java with Julia (the reference implementation of Fractal)
9 . Figure 17 shows the most important modules in Dicosoft: the LibraryParser and the LibraryClassifier. The LibraryParser takes as input all the following files:
• Fractal Adl (Xml-based) files describing components, by specifying the interfaces they provide and require and the (nested) descriptors of their potential internal (encapsulated) components.
• Java source and class files containing interfaces and classes implementing the components. If a flat structure of files is not available, Jar files can also be parsed by Dicosoft to extract interface and class files.
• An Xml file containing the type hierarchy (here, types are interfaces, classes and component types). The LibraryClassifier takes as input the Xmi file generated by the first module and generates context tables, according to the classification variant selected by the user. It then uses an external tool developed by our team, named eRca 10 , to generate lattices or AOC-posets.
Dicosoft includes a graphical user interface which enables end-users to choose a component library. It then generates classifications according to the selected classification method (variant). It provides views of the classifications (or exports them as images) and also makes it possible for the user to specify queries to analyze classifications. These queries are names of components, interfaces or functions. Dicosoft returns a list of possible substitutes for the chosen architectural elements. Figure 18 shows a screenshot of our prototype tool. For more details about Dicosoft, the reader is invited to visit: http://code.google.com/p/dicosoft/.
Implementation of the Approach: Original Method and Optimizations
To show the applicability of our approach, we have developed three different implementations named as complete, fast and smart. The last two ones were implemented because of different problems generated by the first one to validate our approach.
Complete. Early experiments were developed with the initial classification method (called complete). However, the serious problems arrived when building the lattices due to time and memory space reasons. These problems showed us that we need to find techniques to make the approach scalable. One answer we found was with the computation of the AOC-poset[BGH + 14] rather than building the lattices. In particular, in the AOC-poset, most of the useless concepts that group only negations of characteristics have disappeared. Following, we also explain two other classification methods that we experimented on real-world libraries to check their feasibility and evaluate their efficiency. Furthermore, they provide an additional usage scenario to component substitute search, which is component refactoring that is detailed later.
Required/Provided variant (fast). Our first variant method separates the required and provided parts of the components. Lattices of functionality signatures and of interfaces are built as in the initial approach. Component description is separated into two parts, generating two lattices, for the required and provided parts respectively. The provided-part context contains the components associated with the provided interfaces they own. The required-part context contains the components associated with the required interfaces they own, and it is also filled up by inferences as in the complete approach.
This fast component classification approach results in smaller structures on which it is easier to reason, identifying at first in the provided part what a designer needs as a primary functionality, and then, in a second step, checking if the environment is able to provide what the chosen components require. The counterpart of this separation is that, now, determining if a component can be a substitute for another component, requires the analysis of the relations between the two components in the two lattices. To ease this, new lattices are generated that merge this information. Each merged lattice contains the components that can replace a given component in the two, required and provided, lattices where this component appears.
Bipartite variant (smart). The motivation of this second variant is the observation that subgroups of components that share a set of functionalities can often be isolated when analyzing the contents of component repositories. If there is not (or little) intersection between these subgroups, it might be preferable to build a separate lattice for each subgroup. Indeed, it is uninteresting to classify together two components that will not (or likely not) be a substitute for the other.
To find these subgroups, we build a bipartite graph associating components to their functionality names associated with a direction. Provided and required directions are noted as either _Pro or _Req suffixes to functionality names. Figure 19 depicts this bipartite graph for our example.
A simple way of cutting the bipartite graph into smaller graphs consists in using its connected subgraphs. It is unfortunately inefficient in the example, because there is only one connected subgraph in this graph. This method was not interesting either when applied on the analyzed repositories we experimented on, because we found very large connected subgraphs. In the solution we chose, the bipartite graph is decomposed into particular bipartite subgraphs such that two components belong to the same subgraph if they share at least one directed (required or provided) functionality name. The component context is then divided into smaller contexts, each of which corresponds to a subgraph. Some components can appear in several subgraphs. In our example, this gives three small contexts. Substitution can be done as in the complete approach, by looking for the respective positions of the two components in the lattice that contains both of them.
Experimentation on three Fractal component libraries
We experimented the approach presented in our paper on three different Fractal component libraries of various sizes: Swing (smallest in terms of number of components), Rmi and Dream (largest). Figure 20 depicts the size of each analyzed library.
In the next subsections, we highlight different operations offered by our classification approach such as component search for substitution or component refactoring, and we evaluate scalability of the classification approach using these three libraries. In the first subsection, we show how a software architect can retrieve a possible substitute for a failed component in a library classification. This library is Fractal Swing 11 . We provide some metrics on the library and on the Galois Sub-hierarchies (AOC-poset) Swing  Rmi  Dream  #components  41  57  221  #provided interfaces  19  21  70  #required interfaces  4  20  59  #provided functions  286  19  70  #required obtained with the three different classification variants. We discuss which is the variant that is best suited for this task (component substitute search in a relatively small library). In the second subsection, we expose the classification of the Fractal Rmi library 12 . We illustrate a refactoring use case on this classification and explain how a component designer can extract some interesting component descriptions which are more abstract than the ones that already exist in the library. In this case, we use also a relatively small-sized library of 57 components (41 components for the first library). In the last subsection, we experiment the approach on a library of a larger size, Dream 13 . We show how the last classification variant is the most useful to process large libraries of hundreds/thousands components.
Use Case #1: "Small library & Substitute search". Fractal Swing is a library providing a set of Fractal components to build graphical user interfaces. Table 1 shows the results obtained using the different classification methods (first three columns whose common header is Swing). Even if this library contains only 41 components, the classification computation times are high comparatively to other libraries. The minimal total computation for classifying this library is 104 seconds with the Fast method (to be compared with the minimal time for classifying the second library, which is 357 milliseconds). This is mainly due to the structure of this library. In Fractal Swing, we observed that there is a high number of functions per interface (e.g., for the provided part, 286 functions in only 19 interfaces). In addition, most of the types (interfaces and components) inherit from each other. This structure increases computation time of relations between objects and attributes needed to generate the AOC-poset. However, we chose to present this library because it makes substitution easier to understand.
The use case concerns a software architect whose role is to assemble components in order to build an application. During maintenance, we suppose that a component in the application fails (a bug might be detected while running the application, for example). Dicosoft can thus help the architect to find a new component in the library which can play the same role as the failed one. We take a concrete example of the architect of Fractal Gui 14 , who used Fractal Swing components to build her/his application. Fractal Gui helps software architects to graphically design Fractal software architectures. Let us suppose that the JPanelImpl component fails (it does not perform correct graphical rendering). Through the classification of the Fractal Swing library using the fast method, we see which components can replace it in Fractal Gui. We chose to use the fast method because it is the best for component substitution. We can observe in Table 1 The obtained AOC-poset 15 contains both required and provided parts, so it has been produced by merging the required and the provided AOC-poset built by the fast method. Among 41 components available in the Fractal Swing library, the AOC-poset proposes only 7 components as possible candidates for substitution. This reduces of almost 82% the size of the search space. Among 7 components that are proposed to the architect, she/he will choose the one which is the most relevant to her/his needs, like the component JScrollPaneImpl which can replace JPanelImpl (cf. Figure 21) .
For this use case (small library & substitution), the user can choose either the Complete or the Fast method. It is preferable to use the Fast method first, because, as we have seen previously, even if the library is small its structure can make the Table 1 ). In the case where the suggested substitutes do not satisfy the user, she/he can use the Complete method to retrieve more substitutes.
Use Case #2: "Small library & Refactoring". Fractal Rmi is a library of Fractal components which helps in building distributed component-based applications. Figure 20 shows some measures made on this library, while Table 1 shows the results obtained when applying the three classification methods using Dicosoft. Dicosoft helps a component designer in discovering new component definitions which generalize (which make more abstract) the definitions of components that already exist in the library. These new components are more substitutable because there are many components that are more specific to them.
We use the complete method to make this refactoring that aims to extract more abstract component definitions. The complete method classifies all components in a single AOC-poset to search for a more abstract definition for the two components presented in Figure 22 . In the Fractal Rmi library, there is no existing component which can be replaced by components TcpIpProtocol or RmiProtocol. The implementation and integration of this newly suggested component in the library thus adds two possible substitutions (TcpIpProtocol or RmiProtocol can replace the new component). Thereby, such component addition increases the overall flexibility of components from the library. In this use case, we took the example of an abstract component which generalizes two components, but if we further analyzed the generated AOC-poset, we would find other generalizations. With the complete method, all components are classified in a unique AOC-poset. This classification has the drawback that if we use large libraries (of more than 100 components), the obtained classification becomes very large. If we take the classification of Fractal Rmi, we see that for 57 components, we obtained 77 concepts (57 concrete / 20 abstract) in a single classification. With the fast method, we obtained 114 concrete concepts, and no abstract concepts, for the same library. For Fractal Swing (which contains 41 components), we obtained 53 concepts (41 concrete / 12 abstract) with the complete method and 82 concepts with the fast method. To compare the classification size, one has to consider that, for "Fast" method, two AOCposets are computed, one for the provided part, the other for the required part (each one contains 57 concepts). For "Smart" method, there are also several AOC-posets that are small (they have at most 16 concepts).
For this particular case of refactoring, and with libraries of a relatively small size (less than 100 components), the designer should use the Smart method, instead of the two others. The total time for the computation of classifications is less than the complete method. In addition, the number of abstract concepts is generally greater (it is almost the same for the previous library, Fractal Swing: 11 abstract concepts with the smart method and 12 with the complete one, but it is greater for the other libraries: 29 vs. 20 and 225 vs. 75).
Use case # 3: "Large library classification". The third study has been conducted on Dream 16 , which is a library of Fractal components designed to build communication middleware. It provides a set of components and tools to specify, configure and deploy a middleware implementing many communication paradigms. When classifying larger libraries such as the Dream library, we observe that components belong to distinct domains, such as communication protocols or management. Building a single AOC-poset for such libraries is useless for multiple reasons: i) complexity of the result (296 concepts for 221 Dream components), ii) higher computation time (53 seconds for the Dream library), and iii) less chance to find a substitute for a given component belonging to a given domain in the other domains, which are in the same classification. Using the smart method, we identify the different domains in a library and classify these domains separately. In the case of Dream, we identified 31 domains. The main domain is relative to protocols, coding and serialization of messages. It contains 56 components. The total computation time of all the classifications is approximately 3 seconds, compared to 53 seconds with the Complete method. For relatively large libraries, the user should prefer the Smart method for refactoring and the Fast method for substitution.
To conclude this (validation) section, it is important to state the threats to the validity of our experimentation. First, the internal validity is related to the confidence that we have in the correctness of the component libraries we have used. It is worth mentioning that each of these libraries has been designed by the same development team. This can be a bias in the experimentation, since components that can substitute each other can be put close the ones from the others in the type hierarchy, as leaves of the same node. This makes them appear necessarily as substitutes in the classification. Thereby they can be easily and quickly retrieved. However, this aspect (that the library has been designed by the same team) is an important element in the construction of accurate classifications, because signatures of functionalities provided/required by components are likely to share the same types or to be defined by using type variance (since types are defined by the same team). If components are defined separately, by different teams, the types they use in their signatures are likely to be different. This requires type matching to identify relationships between types, which do not provide always accurate results.
Second, the external validity concerns the capacity of our experimentation to be generalized to other component libraries. Even if the experimentation has been conducted on Fractal libraries, our classification method can be easily used with any object-oriented component model (as categorized in [CSAC11] ). The only component that should be replaced in Dicosoft is the LibraryParser.
Conclusions
This paper presented a novel contribution to automate software component classification composed of both a methodology and its prototype implementation. Its objectives are to ease queries in component directories and to improve reusability and substitution. Through the analysis of component external descriptions (functionality signatures, provided and required interfaces), we proposed a three step classification process that uses Formal Concept Analysis. Summarizing, the steps are as follows: In the first step, data type hierarchies are used to calculate functionality signature lattices that encode the substitutability relationship. Then, functionality signature lattices are used to calculate provided or required interface lattices. To finish, interface lattices are used to calculate component lattices that the architects can query to search for a component to connect or to substitute for another.
We also present three strategies to tame complexity: a complete strategy, and two divide-and-conquer strategies named fast and smart. We have built different prototypes to test the different strategies on real component libraries and discussed their adequateness and scalability.
Regarding future work, we propose several approaches. Firstly, variants on the substitutability relationships could be investigated. For example, we could take exception types (thrown by functionalities) into account when analyzing functionality signatures. Automating the generation of simple adapters starting from lattices would also be interesting for architects. We would like to extend the classification criteria to be able to compare non homonymous functions using natural language-based similarity measures. This would make it possible to compare components that do not share the same vocabularies (for example, components that come from different providers). The possibility of filtering results with non-functional attributes or information gathered on component usage (ranking or opinion mining, capitalizing previously made adaptations, structuring architect folksonomies, etc.) would also greatly increase user confidence and directory structure. Another subject to explore is to analyze how we can adapt the proposed methodology to other component-based systems that have a description like in ADLs languages. As a complement to the presented work, we can also analyze if the methodology impact in QoS or behavioral aspects of components. Christelle Urtado is associate professor at IMT Mines Ales, Alès, France. She received her computer science PhD in 1998 and her accreditation to supervise research in 2016. She has long been involved in research on component or service-based software engineering, focusing on component reuse and software composition and evolution. Component type issues are part of her research as they are a cornerstone of software evolution. Contact her at Christelle.Urtado@mines-ales.fr, or visit http://www. lgi2p.mines-ales.fr/~urtado/.
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